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Abstract: It is essential to design a reasonable mooring line length that ensures quasi-static responses
of moored floating structures are within an acceptable level, and that reduces the cost of mooring lines
in the overall project. Quasi-static responses include the equilibrium position and the line tension
of a moored floating structure (also called the mean value in a dynamic response), etc. The quasi-
static responses derived by the classic catenary equation cannot present mooring–seabed interaction
and hydrodynamic effects on a mooring line. While a commercial program can predict reasonable
quasi-static responses, costly modeling is required. This motivated us to propose a new method
for predicting quasi-static responses that minimizes the mechanical energy of the whole system
based on basic geometric parameters, and that is easy to implement. In this study, the mechanical
energy of moored floating structures is assumed to be the sum of gravitational–buoyancy potential
energy, kinetic energy induced by drag forces, and spring potential energy derived by line tension.
We introduce fundamental theoretical background for the development of the proposed method.
We investigate the effect of quasi-static actions on mooring response, comparing the proposed
method’s results with those from the catenary equation and ABAQUS software. The study reveals
the shortcomings of the catenary equation in offshore applications. We also compare quasi-static
responses derived by the AQWA numerical package with the results calculated from the proposed
method for an 8 MW WindFloat 2 type of platform. Good agreement was drawn between the
proposed method and AQWA. The proposed method proves more timesaving than AQWA in terms
of modeling of mooring lines and floaters, and more accurate than the catenary equation, and can
be used effectively in the early design phase of dimension mooring lengths for moored floating
structures.

Keywords: quasi-static response; mooring lines; catenary equation; optimization; moored float-
ing structures

1. Introduction

Fossil fuels on land can no longer meet the demands from industrial activities, so
the focus has shifted to oil/gas reserves from the deep and ultra-deep sea. This has
prompted researchers to innovate various floating platforms suitable for deep water. A
floating platform without any restraint devices presents large horizontal offsets along
the environment actions. Therefore, mooring systems are widely used to constrain the
movements and rotations of floating platforms to within an allowable range for production
operations. Cost-effectiveness is the primary design parameter for deep-sea mooring
systems [1]. The cost of a mooring system constitutes around 18–30% of the overall
project cost [2]. It is well known that minimization of mooring line length is the most
direct way to reduce the cost of a mooring system. Therefore, it is essential to calculate a
reasonable mooring line length that ensures that quasi-static responses of moored floating
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structures are within an acceptable level in order to reduce the project cost without affecting
performance.

The quasi-static approach was proven to be a proper tool for mooring line length
calculations in preliminary stages [3–5]. Jain [6] proposed a classic catenary equation to
calculate the quasi-static profile of the mooring line in terms of basic parameters. Agarwal
and Jain [7] modified the classic catenary equation to evaluate the quasi-static response of
a slacked mooring line that hangs freely under its own weight of unit length. Additionally,
frictionless support for a mooring line lying on the seabed was presented. Vicente et al. [8]
applied the classic catenary equation to investigate geometric parameters on the quasi-static
response of a mooring line that was installed in a wave energy converter. The geometric
parameters included mooring line length and mooring line projection from the fairlead to
the anchor. They also optimized the geometric parameters that can produce better power
absorption. Montasir et al. [9] investigated the effect of symmetric and asymmetric mooring
configurations on the quasi-static response of truss spar platforms based on the approach
suggested by Agarwal and Jain [7]. The Mooring Analysis Program (MAP) was developed
by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) based on solving the Catenary
equation iteratively [10]. The MAP analyzes the effect of seabed contact, seabed friction,
and externally applied forces on quasi-static response. However, it cannot investigate the
mooring response under drag forces [11,12]. However, the Catenary equation presents
some limitations: (a) buoyancy is considered by reducing the self-weight; (b) drag forces
on the mooring line are negligible; (c) contact forces between mooring line and seabed are
not considered; (d) only the horizontal displacement of a mooring line is considered [7,9].

There are several software packages that can be used to implement quasi-static anal-
ysis for moored floating structures. The AQWA numerical package [13] is usually used,
which is a suite of engineering analysis tools for investigating the effects of waves, wind,
and current on floating, fixed, and moored floating structures [14]. AQWA consists of
several modules, such as LINE, LIBRIUM, FER, DRIFT, and NAUT. The quasi-static re-
sponse of moored floating structures is calculated by the LIBRIUM module, which first
receives hydrodynamic coefficients derived by the LINE module, and then calculates equi-
librium position based on those. Therefore, modeling and analysis of a mooring system
based on the Aqwa need a longer procedure. Bhinder et al. [15] investigated the effect
of the mooring configuration on the response of a wave energy converter using different
numerical packages, including AQWA. Angelelli et al. [16] performed an experimental and
numerical study on fairlead reaction forces and displacements of a body energy converter.
The numerical simulations were done with AQWA code. Murphy et al. [17] examined
the quasi-static performance from mooring systems of wave energy converters in varying
tidal ranges using AQWA suites. These studies confirmed that AQWA is able to accurately
predict the quasi-static response of a mooring line.

The primary objective of this study is to propose a new and easy-to-use method that
can predict reasonable quasi-static responses of moored floating structures. The proposed
method utilizes a genetic algorithm to minimize the mechanical energy of moored floating
structures through basic geometric parameter definitions. Mechanical energy is considered
the sum of gravitational–buoyancy potential energy, drag force–induced kinetic energy, and
line tension–induced spring potential energy. The principal of minimum potential energy
suggests that stable equilibrium minimizes potential energy. The proposed method was
validated with two cases (a suspended mooring line and the WindFloat 2 type of floating
platform), comparing the Catenary equation, ABAQUS software, and AQWA suites.

2. Theoretical Backgrounds of the Proposed Method

The movements of a moored floating structure are accompanied by conversion of
potential energy and kinetic energy. The sum of the potential energy and kinetic energy
is called mechanical energy. In physics, potential energy is divided into gravitational
potential energy and spring potential energy. As is well known, mechanical energy is at
a minimum if the moored floating structure is in stable equilibrium. This motivated us
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to minimize the mechanical energy to determine reasonable quasi-static displacements of
moored floating structures.

2.1. Moored Floating Structure Architecture

Moored floating structures can be simplified into a multi-point architecture, as shown
in Figure 1. Each mooring line is equally discrete to N nodes, which are connected with
massless springs [18]. The response of a floating structure is represented by that of a node
at center of mass (COM). This study selected two coordinate systems to track all nodes.
An inertial coordinate system (ZOX) was fixed on the seabed with the z-axis being positive
(up from the seabed). Additionally, a body-fixed coordinate system (Z′O′X′) was defined
at the COM, which translates and rotates with the floating structure. In order to simulate
coupling between mooring line and floating structure, the fairlead points based on the
body-fixed coordinate system were constrained by the top-points of the mooring lines in
the inertial coordinate system using the Euler transform matrix. The combination of the
two coordinate systems provides a reasonable way to track COM and mooring nodes in the
inertial coordinate system, despite complicated movements of a moored floating structure.
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Figure 1. The architecture of a moored floating structure.

2.2. Mechanical Energy Induced by Quasi-Static Forces

The proposed method assumes that quasi-static forces are divided into gravitational
(G) and buoyancy (B) forces, drag force (Fd), line tension (T), and seabed contact (Fsc),
which are lumped at each node, including the COM. The lumped masses (mi,j) on the
mooring node were determined by equally averaging those of the adjacent segments,
where subscripts i and j indicate the ith mooring line and the jth mooring node, respec-
tively. Figure 1 illustrates the mechanical energy produced by each quasi-static force. The
gravitational–buoyancy potential energy (EG&B

p,i,j ) induced by the sum force of lumped grav-
itational (Gi,j) and buoyancy (Bi,j) potential energy is given in Equation (1), where ρw is
fluid density, ρ is density of the mooring line, g is gravity acceleration, A is the equivalent
cross-sectional area of a segment, l is the unstretched length of the segment, and

→
r i,j is a

nodal position vector that consists of the x, y, and z coordinates (ri,j,x, ri,j,y, and ri,j,z) in
the inertial coordinate system. The potential energy (Esc

p,i,j) determined by seabed contact
is derived using Equation (1) with ri,j,z equal to zero. In this way, the potential energy
(EG&B

p,COM) produced by the gravitational (GCOM) and buoyancy (BCOM) potential energy
of the floating structure is summarized in Equation (2). It well known that drag force
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contributes energy loss in motion [19]. Additionally, the Morison’s equation also presents
that the drag force can affect the mechanical energy of mooring line only. The kinetic
energy (Ed

k,i,j) induced by drag force is calculated based on Morison’s equation, as shown

in Equation (3) where Cd is the drag coefficient, vector
→
V is current flow velocity, and

→.
r i,j is

a nodal velocity vector. Here, we assume that
→.
r i,j is zero because the mooring line is static

in stable equilibrium. Each mooring node is connected by a massless spring with a spring
constant (k). The spring potential energy (Es

p,i,j) is stored as the result of deformation of
the massless spring. It describes the work done to stretch the spring and depends on the
spring constant and deformation (∆li,j) stretched, as given in Equation (4) where E is the
Young’s modulus of the mooring line.

EG&B
p,i,j =

[
0 0 Bi,j − Gi,j

]
·→r i,j =

[
0 0 (ρw − ρ)gAl

]
·

 ri,j,x
ri,j,y
ri,j,z

 (1)

EG&B
p,COM =

[
0 0 BCOM − GCOM

]
·→r COM (2)

Ed
k,i,j =

1
2

Cdρw Al
∣∣∣∣→V −→.r i,j

∣∣∣∣(→V −→.r i,j

)
=

1
2

Cdρw Al
→
V

2
(3)

Es
p,i,j =

1
2
·k·∆l2

i,j =
1
2
·AE

l
·
(∣∣∣→r i,j −

→
r i,j−1

∣∣∣− l
)2

(4)

2.3. Minimization of Mechanical Energy

The prediction of quasi-static response was carried out in Matlab v2020a [20], utilizing
a genetic algorithm (GA) to minimize the mechanical energy of the moored floating struc-
ture. The GA is a local search method that finds optimized solutions to problems using the
principles of natural selection and evolution. The process of GA optimization requires an
objective function (E), a fitness function (F), a penalty function (P), and several constraints.
The objective function is defined as the mechanical energy of the moored floating structure,
as shown in Equation (5) where M is the number of mooring lines. The stable equilibrium
position of

→
r i,j and

→
r COM are subjected to several constraints where their z coordinate (ri,j,z

and rcom,z) is larger than zero, as presented in Equation (6), and each segment deformation
has to be greater than, or equal to, its unstretched length, as expressed in Equation (7). The
GA calculation process shows that each iteration (generation) selects solutions of

→
r i,j and

→
r COM with a higher fitness value for recalculation in the next iteration (generation) until
convergence is achieved. A fitness function is defined for transforming the objective value
minimization problem into a fitness value maximization problem, as shown in Equation
(8), where P is the penalty value. The penalty function denotes no penalty value if each
segment deformation is greater than, or equal to, its unstretched length; otherwise, a
penalty value exists, as defined in Equation (9). The fitness function combined with the
penalty function indicates that more segments will lower the fitness value if they do not
satisfy Equation (7). Therefore, the solutions with the lowest fitness values can be gradually
eliminated.

E
(→

r i,j,
→
r COM

)
= EG&B

p,COM + ∑M
j=1 ∑N

i=1

(
EG&B

p,i,j + Ed
k,i,j + Es

p,i,j

)
(5)

ri,j,z > 0; rcom,z > 0 (6)∣∣∣→r i,j −
→
r i,j−1

∣∣∣ ≥ l (7)

F = 1− E
(→

r i,j,
→
r COM

)
·P (8)
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P = 1 + 4 ∑M
j=1 ∑N

i=1
0
1

=

∣∣∣→r i,j −
→
r i,j−1

∣∣∣ ≥ l∣∣∣→r i,j −
→
r i,j−1

∣∣∣ < l
(9)

The flowchart of the GA process is depicted in Figure 2a. An initial population
(solution) is defined by the positions of the COM (

→
r COM) and of multi-nodes (

→
r i,j), which

are uniformly distributed on a straight line from the fairlead point to the anchor point. With
the size of the initial population, 60 populations were generated randomly. The populations
were ranked based on their fitness value. A portion of the population with higher fitness
values was selected for parents, and another portion of the population with higher fitness
values was selected for migration. With the GA parameters presented in Table 1, the new
populations were updated by repeating the selection, crossover, and mutation processes.
New populations were again evaluated based on their fitness. The procedure was repeated
until the highest fitness (Fh) of the previous three generations was similar, or the maximum
number of generations was achieved.
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Table 1. The genetic algorithm parameters.

Parameters Value

Size of the population 60
Number of generations 200

Crossover type Multi-point
Crossover probability 0.5
Mutation probability 0.5

Elite count 2
Tolerance 1 × 10−6

3. Validation and Case Studies

Two verification cases checked the rationality of the proposed method. First, the
proposed method predicted the quasi-static response of a suspended mooring line. The
Catenary equation and ABAQUS software were used to validate the proposed method,
which minimized the sum of gravitational and spring potential energy. The effects of drag
kinetic energy and buoyancy potential energy on the quasi-static response of the suspended
mooring line were also investigated. Second, the quasi-static responses for the WindFloat 2
type of 8 MW platform were investigated by using the proposed method, which minimized
all assumed mechanical energy. The stable equilibrium predicted by the proposed method
agreed well with that calculated by the AQWA commercial program.
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3.1. The Suspended Mooring Line

A suspended mooring line was selected from an ITI energy barge platform designed by
the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, with the Information Technology Industry Council.
One end of the mooring line was fixed at the origin, and the other end (the fairlead) was
free. The properties of the suspended mooring line are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Properties of the mooring lines for the ITI energy barge.

Items Unit Value

Unstretched length m 473.30
Line diameter m 0.0809
Line density kg/m 130.40

Cross-sectional area (A) m2 0.0051
Young’s modulus (E) Pa 1.15 × 1011

Line stiffness (EA) N/m 1.25 × 106

Drag tangent coefficient -/- 1.00
Drag normal coefficient -/- 0.03

Figure 3a presents the optimization process from the initial mooring response to
the solution converged after the proposed method minimized the sum of gravitational
(EG

p,i,j) and spring potential energy (Es
p,i,j). The calculation mechanism of the proposed

method indicates that the minimized fairlead position should eventually converge to the
correct position, regardless of the initial fairlead position. The initial mooring response
was defined by creating a straight line with 10 segments from the origin to a random
coordinate (457.0 m, 146.9 m), which ensures the initial mooring length is the same as the
unstretched length. The proposed method was validated by solving a benchmark study
through selection, crossover, and mutation of the generations, as illustrated in Figure 3a.
The converged fairlead force (2.79× 105 N, 4.31× 105 N) was derived in the last generation
and applied to the catenary equation for predicting the quasi-static response. There was
good agreement between the suspended portion predicted by the Catenary equation [6]
and that derived by the proposed method. A mooring line resting on the seabed cannot
be simulated by the catenary equation but was well predicted by the proposed method.
The benchmark study once again proved that the Catenary equation can only be used to
evaluate the quasi-static response of the mooring line hanging freely under its own weight.
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A segment convergence study was conducted in terms of the quasi-static response de-
rived by the proposed method, which was compared with that calculated by the Catenary
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equation, as shown in Figure 3b. It demonstrates the results of the segment convergence
study for four different numbers of segments (3, 5, 10, and 15). Having more than 10 seg-
ments induced no visible difference in the prediction by the Catenary equation. Therefore,
10 segments were selected as the best number for this benchmark study.

The effect of different quasi-static forces on the response of a suspended mooring line
was investigated by the proposed method. Four cases were prepared, as seen in Table 3.
The stable equilibrium predicted by the Catenary equation was used as a reference to
investigate the effect of quasi-static forces other than gravity and line tension on suspended
mooring line response. ABAQUS/AQUA [21] was utilized to validate the proposed method
under different quasi-static forces. AQUA as a submodule of ABAQUS simulates a hydro-
elastic response in submerged or partially submerged flexible structures for problems such
as analysis of pipelines, risers, and mooring lines. The finite element model described
in Figure 4a was used to perform the quasi-static analysis with ABAQUS/AQUA [21].
In the case that finite element analysis is used to calculate structural response, its mesh
convergence study needs to be demonstrated [22–26]. The total number of beam elements
for the mooring line was determined as 50, which meets the specification requirements
from BV [27]. Three-dimensional beam elements (B31) were used to represent the mooring
segment with round sections. A universal joint (UJOINT) was placed between the two
joining nodes of connected segments. The local 2-axis of universal joint was defined along
the segment, and its local 1-axis was aligned with the global y-direction. The converged
fairlead position calculated by the proposed method was applied to the free end of the finite
element mooring line. In addition, the contact of the mooring line with the seabed was also
included. Figure 4b demonstrates the initial response of the finite element mooring line
and its converged response under its own weight.

Table 3. Four cases investigating the effect of quasi-static force on mooring line response.

Items Quasi-Static Forces Mechanical Energy

Case I G and T EG
p,i,j + Es

p,i,j
Case II G, T and B EG,B

p,i,j + Es
p,i,j

Case III G, T and Fd (1.7 m/s) EG
p,i,j + Es

p,i,j + Ed
k,i,j

Case IV G, T, B and Fd (1.7 m/s) EG,B
p,i,j + Es

p,i,j + Ed
k,i,j
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Figure 5 presents good agreement between the quasi-static response derived by the
proposed method and that simulated by ABAQUS/AQUA. However, there were significant
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differences between the proposed method and the catenary equation, except in Case I.
Figure 5b shows the stable equilibrium evaluated by the proposed method, which presents
the influence of buoyancy potential energy (EB

p,i,j) on the basis of the research into Case
I. Compared with the results derived by the Catenary equation, the effect of buoyancy
is drawn correctly from the results calculated by the proposed method. The quasi-static
response was predicted by the proposed method with a current velocity of 1.7 m/s, as
shown in Figure 5c. The proposed method minimized the sum of the drag kinetic energy
(Ed

k,i,j) and mechanical energy mentioned in Case II. The difference between the static
equilibrium derived by the proposed method and that predicted by the catenary equation
is given in Figure 5c. Figure 5d shows the quasi-static response of the suspended mooring
line, which is achieved by minimizing all assumed mechanical energy. The quasi-static
response was observed as the sum of the static equilibrium of Case II and Case III.
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Figure 5. The quasi-static response for a suspended mooring line: (a) for Case I; (b) for Case II; (c) for Case III; (d) for
Case IV.

3.2. The WindFloat 2 Floating Platform

The WindFloat 2 type of floating platform (WindFloat 2) was developed by Energias
de Portugal (EDP). The geometric details for the WindFloat 2 are illustrated in Figure 6.
It adapts to any type of offshore wind turbine and consists of three circular stabilizing
pillars that are connected by horizontal and diagonal tubular bracings. The use of the water
entrapment plates (WEP) on the bottom of the three pillars increases the stability of the
free-floating platform. The turbine tower is placed on one of the three pillars, and the three
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catenary mooring lines connect the three pillars at 120◦ intervals. The detailed properties
of the WindFloat 2 are summarized in Table 4, where the inertial coordinate system is fixed
at the static water line (SWL) above its COM.
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Table 4. Properties of the WindFloat 2 floating platform.

Items Unit Value Items Unit Value

Mass kg 6.927 × 106 Drag tangent coefficient -/- 1.000
Displacement m3 6951.8 Drag normal coefficient -/- 0.025
Coord. for COM m (0.0, 0.0, −9.0) Coord. for fairlead point #1 m (30.43, 0.0, −18.0)
Roll inertia for COM kg-m2 4.747 × 109 Coord. for fairlead point #2 m (−15.21, 26.35, −18.0)
Pitch inertia for COM kg-m2 4.747 × 109 Coord. for fairlead point #3 m (−15.21, −26.35, −18.0)
Yaw inertia for COM kg-m2 6.722 × 109 Coord. for anchor point #1 m (680.43, 0.0, 0.0)
Unstretched length m 650.0 Coord. for anchor point #2 m (−340.21, 589.27, 0.0)
Line diameter m 0.14142 Coord. for anchor point #3 m (−340.21, −589.27, 0.0)
Line density kg/m 199.0
Axial stiffness N 8.54 × 108

In order to validate that derived by the proposed method, the stable equilibrium of
the WindFloat 2 evaluated by AQWA was prepared [28,29]. The hydrodynamic model is
composed of diffraction and non-diffraction panels for the wet part below the SWL and
the dry part above the SWL, as illustrated in Figure 7a. ANSYS/AQWA [13] recommends
that the maximum diffraction panel size should be less than 1/7 of the wavelength. The
maximum diffraction panel size was defined as 0.67 m. The hydrodynamic coefficients
were calculated from the AQWA-LINE module based on the hydrodynamic model and
mass distribution data. Then, the hydrodynamic coefficients and other environmental
parameters were input into the AQWA-LIBRIUM module to find the equilibrium position
including the quasi-static line profile, line tension, and position of the COM. This study
assumed that the seabed was ideally horizontal, the water depth of the installation field
was 55 m, and the water density was 1025 kg/m3.

Five simulation cases were prepared with different currents, which are depicted in
Figure 7b and summarized in Table 5. A segment convergence study was performed to
investigate the reasonable number of segments per mooring line in the proposed method in
terms of segment tension near the fairlead point for Case I. As a result, 15 was determined
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as the number of segments for this benchmark study. The proposed method defined the
initial generation of the WindFloat 2 as the position for COM, and evenly distributed 16
nodes on each straight line between the fairlead points and anchor points.
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Figure 7. The AQWA panel model and simulation cases: (a) hydrodynamic model; (b) simulation cases.

Table 5. Environmental parameters for the different simulations.

Items Water Depth (m) Water Density (kg/m3) Current Velocity (m/s) Current Direction (◦)

Case I

55 1025

None None

Case II

1.7

0.0
Case III 45.0
Case IV 90.0
Case V 180.0

Stable equilibrium of the COM for the five simulations was derived by the proposed
method and compared with the prediction by AQWA, as summarized in Table 6. A positive
error was labeled if the equilibrium position predicted by the proposed method was larger
than that derived by AQWA. Otherwise, the error was set to negative. The largest error
was derived for Case III, which represents an incident current direction of 45◦, while the
closest solution to AQWA was calculated by the proposed method in Case I, which did not
include the current effect. Different calculation algorithms in the proposed method and
AQWA might lead to differences in the equilibrium positions of the COM for the different
simulations.

Table 6. Equilibrium positions of the COM for the different simulations.

Translation along x Axial (m) Translation along y Axial (m) Translation along z Axial (m)

AQWA Proposed Error (%) AQWA Proposed Error (%) AQWA Proposed Error (%)

Case I 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.00 −9.580 −9.601 0.22
Case II 0.320 0.342 6.88 0.000 0.000 0.00 −9.590 −9.594 0.04
Case III 0.230 0.211 −8.26 0.250 0.232 −7.20 −9.590 −9.584 0.10
Case IV 0.030 0.034 6.67 0.330 0.345 4.55 −9.590 −9.600 −0.06
Case V −0.340 −0.352 3.53 0.000 0.000 0.00 −9.590 −9.599 −0.01

Rotation about x Axial (o) Rotation about y Axial (o) Rotation about z Axial (o)

AQWA Proposed Error (%) AQWA Proposed Error (%) AQWA Proposed Error (%)

Case I 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.00
Case II 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.050 0.053 6.00 0.000 0.000 0.00
Case III −0.030 −0.021 −30.00 0.030 0.026 −13.33 −0.150 −0.132 −12.00
Case IV −0.050 −0.058 16.00 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.210 0.254 11.43
Case V 0.000 0.000 0.00 −0.050 −0.054 8.00 0.000 0.000 0.00
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Figure 8 shows the equilibrium positions of the mooring lines, comparing those
predicted by the proposed method with those derived by AQWA. The three mooring lines
presented the same stable equilibrium for Case I, and the quasi-static responses of each
mooring line were led by the incident current direction in the other cases. Combined with
the corresponding equilibrium mooring tension in Figure 9, we can see that a taut or slack
mooring line was related to its equilibrium line tension.
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Figure 8. The equilibrium positions of the mooring lines: (a) for Case I; (b) for Case II; (c) for Case III; (d) for Case IV; (e) for
Case V.
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Figure 9. The equilibrium tension of the mooring lines: (a) for Case I; (b) for Case II; (c) for Case III; (d) for Case IV; (e) for
Case V.

Each mooring line presented the same behavioral trends between the proposed
method and AQWA. Additionally, the equilibrium positions between the proposed method
and AQWA were almost the same at several random points of interest for Case I. For the
other cases, the most taut mooring line predicted by the proposed method was slightly
tighter than that calculated by AQWA, except for Case III, in which the most taut mooring
line derived by the proposed method was much slacker than that predicted by AQWA.
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The equilibrium line tension along each mooring line predicted by the proposed
method was compared with that derived by AQWA, as shown in Figure 9. The equilibrium
line tension lying on the seabed was constant, while it started to increase as the line is lifted
up to be suspended. The three mooring lines had the same distribution for equilibrium
line tension in Case I. For the other cases, the incident current direction imposed the
same impact on equilibrium line tension as the equilibrium position. The higher the
equilibrium line tension, the more taut the mooring response. A slight difference between
the proposed method and AQWA was observed, especially near the fairlead point. Among
them, mooring line #3 in Case III presented the greatest difference between equilibrium
line tension predicted by the proposed method and that calculated by AQWA.

4. Conclusions

The fact is that the Catenary equation provides a computationally efficient formulation
to predict the quasi-static response of a mooring line. However, the quasi-static response is
the catenary curve hanging freely under its own weight only. The commercial program can
predict reasonable quasi-static responses subjected to various external forces, but costly
modeling is required. This motivated us to propose a new method for predicting quasi-
static responses, which minimizes the mechanical energy of the whole system based on the
basic geometric parameters and is easy to implement. Mechanical energy was assumed to
be the sum of gravitational–buoyancy potential energy, kinetic energy induced by drag
forces, and spring potential energy derived by line tension.

Two benchmark studies with a suspended mooring line and a WindFloat 2 floating
platform were prepared in order to compare the quasi-static responses predicted by the
proposed method with those calculated by the Catenary equation, ABAQUS software,
and the AQWA suites. The reliability of the quasi-static response from the proposed
method was verified in terms of equilibrium position and line tension. For a case study
of a suspended mooring line, the quasi-static response was investigated under various
external forces. The limitations of the catenary equation when it comes to stable mooring
equilibrium were presented, and its results were compared with the proposed method
and the ABAQUS software. The proposed method was validated by ABAQUS. Good
agreement between the proposed method and ABAQUS shows that the proposed method
can predict a reasonable mooring line response calculated by a finite element method. With
the WindFloat 2 floating platform, the quasi-static response of the whole moored floating
structure was predicted by the proposed method, and its results were compared with
those calculated by AQWA. The AQWA models the mooring line with tube elements and
predicts hydrodynamic forces by means of the Morison force separately, disregarding the
influence on each other [30]. The proposed method calculates the hydrodynamic forces
based on connecting segment response. Due to different calculation algorithms, the stable
equilibrium predicted by the proposed method was slightly different from that calculated
by AQWA under some environmental conditions. However, the difference did not affect
application of the proposed method to predicting the quasi-static response of moored
floating structures.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the two benchmark studies. The
proposed method can predict a reasonable quasi-static response in a moored floating
structure with easy-to-use procedures. While the proposed method was proven to be a
suitable tool for designing mooring line length in the preliminary stages, no studies have
been conducted on the seabed friction effects on quasi-static responses of mooring lines in
the proposed method. Further research on seabed friction effects is needed.
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